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Important notice 

PURPOSE & AUDIENCE 

This document provides overview of the Wholesale Service Qualification test and data requirements to 

facilitate participation in the EDGE DER Marketplace operation and to deliver Wholesale Services. The 

Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) provides this information as a service targeting business and IT 

staff in participant organisations. 

NO RELIANCE OR WARRANTY  

This document does not constitute legal or business advice, and should not be relied on as a substitute for 

obtaining detailed advice about the National Gas or Electricity Law, the Rules or any other applicable laws, 

procedures or policies. While AEMO has made every effort to ensure the quality of the information in this 

Guide, neither AEMO, nor any of its employees, agents and consultants make any representation or warranty 

as to the accuracy, reliability, completeness, currency or suitability for particular purposes of that information. 

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY  

To the maximum extent permitted by law, AEMO and its advisers, consultants and other contributors to this 

Guide (or their respective associated companies, businesses, partners, directors, officers or employees) are 

not liable (whether by reason of negligence or otherwise) for any errors, omissions, defects or 

misrepresentations in this document, or for any loss or damage suffered by persons who use or rely on the 

information in it. 

TRADEMARK NOTICES 

Microsoft, Windows and SQL Server are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation 

in the United States and/or other countries. 

Oracle and Java are registered trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates. 

UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group in the US and other countries. 

© 2015 Google Inc, used with permission. Google and the Google logo are registered trademarks of Google 

Inc. 

DISTRIBUTION 

Available to the public. 

DOCUMENT IDENTIFICATION 

Business Custodian: New Markets Services 

Prepared by: Project EDGE Team 

Last update: Thursday, 16 December 2021 3:11 PM 

DOCUMENTS MADE OBSOLETE 
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No documents are made obsolete by publication of this document. 

FEEDBACK 

Your feedback is important and helps us improve our services and products. To suggest improvements, 

please contact AEMO's Support Hub. To contact AEMO’s Support Hub use Contact Us on AEMO’s website or 

Phone: 1300 AEMO 00 (1300 236 600) and follow the prompts.

http://aemo.com.au/Contact-us
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1. Introduction 

This Project EDGE Wholesale Service Qualification document and accompanying test sheet are 

published to provide prospective Aggregators and interested parties with an overview of the raw DER 

Services, Wholesale Service Qualification and test data requirements for participating in Project EDGE. 

Its contents are for the purpose of facilitating the research activities of Project EDGE and are not 

intended to set a precedent to be adopted within current or future market arrangements. The project 

intends to gather evidence to inform future market arrangements that would occur through 

appropriate consultation processes 

1.1 Purpose 

This document aims to assist intending EDGE aggregators in demonstrating the capability of their 

DER portfolio to deliver, measure and verify DER services. This is a prerequisite for selection to 

participate in Project EDGE. 

This document provides descriptions of: 

● DER Capability  

● Definition of Raw DER Services 

● Wholesale Service Qualification test and test data requirements. 

The wholesale service qualification test is intended to demonstrate an aggregator’s ability to verifiably 

deliver wholesale market Energy services. For local network support services, aggregators may be 

required to provide additional data and/or conduct additional tests particularly where Voltage 

management services are concerned. These services are currently being defined. To meet local 

service requirements for active power, it is anticipated that the wholesale service qualification tests 

can be repeated with subset of customer sites concentrated in a particular geography within the 

distribution network (e.g at zone substation or feeder level). 

This information is provided as an overview of the requirements needed to participate in Project 

EDGE. Testing for capability will be required only by aggregators who are invited to register after the 

expression of interest phase has been completed.  Aggregators invited to register are encouraged to 

consult and liaise with Project EDGE team as they finalise their Raw DER Service test plan, conduct 

these tests and gather results.  

1.2 Audience 

This document is intended for staff of Aggregators who are involved in product and application 

development. 
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1.3 Assumed reading and context 

This document assumes a knowledge and awareness of the following documents that have been 

published by AEMO in relation to Project EDGE  

● Project EDGE Factsheet 

● Project EDGE Aggregator overview 

● Applicant Expression of Interest form 

● Project EDGE Data Specification: Part A 

● Project EDGE Data Specification: Part B 

● Project EDGE DUID Telemetry Overview 

● Project EDGE EWF Solution introduction and information 

● Project EDGE LSE Draft Overview  

● Project EDGE Wholesale Service Qualification Guide 

 

2. Raw DER Services 

Raw DER Services in the context of Project EDGE can be grouped in to two broad categories 

● Localised Services are the Raw DER services that are appliable and relevant within the 

distribution network in a geographic area as defined by DNSP 

● System Services are the Raw DER services for whole of system services/at Transmission level 

such as those traded in the wholesale energy market. 

2.1 Localised Services 

 

Raw DER Service Name Raw DER Service Definition Lead Time 

Boost Generation increase or reduction 

of load to enable real power 

benefits; for example, to reduce 

undervoltage issues 

Instant 

Buck Generation decrease or increase 

of load to enable real power 

benefits; for example, to reduce 

overvoltage issues 

Instant 

Build Using reactive power to make 

dynamic adjustments to alleviate 

forecasted excursion of voltage 

limits. 

Fast – within 10 mins 

https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/initiatives/der/2021/edge-factsheet.pdf?la=en
https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/initiatives/der/2021/edge-aggregator-overview.pdf
https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/initiatives/der/2021/edge-expression-of-interest-form.pdf
https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/initiatives/der/2021/edge-data-specs-part-a.pdf
https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/initiatives/der/2021/edge-data-specs-part-b.pdf
https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/initiatives/der/2021/edge-duid-telemetry-overview.pdf
https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/initiatives/der/2021/edge-ew-solution-intro-and-info.pdf
https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/initiatives/der/2021/edge-local-service-exchange-draft-overview.pdf
https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/initiatives/der/2021/edge-wholesale-service-qualification-guide.pdf
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Raw DER Service Name Raw DER Service Definition Lead Time 

Bridge Using reactive power to make 

dynamic adjustments to alleviate 

forecasted excursion of voltage or 

capacity limits as a substitution of 

real power. 

Fast – within 10 mins 

Balance Shifting of real power from one 

part of the network to another; for 

example, load balancing across 

phases. 

Fast – within 10 mins 

 

2.2 DER Capability 

DER assets within the aggregator portfolio must have one or more the below capabilities to deliver 

Raw DER Services. 

  

DER Capability Definition Outcome 

Turn Off Ability to ‘Turn Off’ the DER 

device remotely i.e. remove the 

generation or consumption from 

the DER Asset 

Generation/Load Reduction 

Turn On  Ability to ‘Turn On’ the DER 

device remotely i.e. create/ start 

the generation or consumption 

from the DER Asset 

Generation/Load Increase 

Ramp Up Ability to increase the generation 

or consumption from the DER 

Asset remotely thereby increasing 

the ‘net’ generation from 

portfolio or ‘net’ load consumed 

by portfolio.  

Adjust or increase Generation/ 

Load 

Ramp Down Ability to decrease the generation 

or consumption from the DER 

Asset remotely thereby reducing 

the ‘net’ generation from 

portfolio or ‘net’ load consumed 

by portfolio. 

Adjust or decrease Generation/ 

Load 

Power Quality Mode Ability to source or absorb ‘Vars’ 

from DER assets remotely 

Change in ‘Vars’ 
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2.2.1 DER Capability & Raw DER Services 

Based on the DER capability or the minimum asset dispatch capability (load and/or 

generation) the asset can provide one or more Raw DER Service(s). The table below 

represents the mapping between DER Capabilities and Raw DER Service.  

 

Raw DER Service Required DER Capability Service Lead Time 

Boost • Turn Off,  

• Ramp Down 

Instant 

Buck • Turn On,  

• Ramp Up 

Instant 

Build • Power Quality Fast – within 10 mins 

Bridge • Power Quality Fast – within 10 mins 

Balance • Power Quality 

• Turn Off/ Ramp Down 

• Turn On/ Ramp Up 

Fast – within 10 mins 

 

2.2.2 Example of Appliances providing the Raw DER Services 

 

 
 

2.3 Why test for Raw DER Services? 

Raw DER Service response is critically important to qualifying the DER assets and aggregator portfolio 

to: 

● Provide clean assessment of Aggregator-controlled response separate or distinct from risk of 

native generation or load interference 

– To demonstrate actual capability to control aggregation of assets 

– To demonstrate capability to sustain a response 
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– To demonstrate the step change and identify how that step change is achieved. 

● Assess what monitoring is required to perform measurement and verification and refine the data 

requirements (i.e. what data needs to be captured) 

● Assess a response has actually been delivered.   

● Assess what quantum of load/generation (number of assets, volume of customer sites, total 

quantity, concentration of assets) is required to be under control to deliver a service 

● Assess what quantum is required at different system levels to achieve the desired service 

outcome at each level.   

2.4 Raw DER Service test Overview 

Raw DER service test or Wholesale Service Qualification test is a confirmatory test and not a test to 

pass or fail; this test is performed to understand, assess and confirm the speed of response and 

determine allowable tolerance for DER assets. 

As these tests highlight the speed of the response and provide details on tolerances; we can 

determine how close the individual appliances or aggregation of appliances can meet the dispatch 

target. 

2.4.1 Test Measurement flow 

Testing of the Raw DER Service will be done on: 

● Individual Appliance(s) and measuring the response of each appliance type (i.e. measure the 

actual physical response at device level) 

● Aggregation of all controllable devices at a site (i.e. measure the response at the common 

measurement point at the site) 

● Net at site (i.e. measure the response at the connection point at the site) 

● Multiple sites within the portfolio (i.e. measure aggregated response of group of sites/group of 

devices across sites to demonstrate response and shift in network state) 
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2.4.2 Roles and Responsibility 

● Aggregator is responsible for: 

– Sharing the test plan with AEMO 

– Test each of the appliance type and their ability to provide Raw DER services 

– To conduct/ perform the test and capture test results 

– Share test results with the AEMO and DNSP 

– Provide test parameters including the target kW or kVar for each test 

3. EDGE Raw DER Service 

Test Plan (Wholesale 

Service Qualification) 

This section provides step by step guidance on how to conduct Raw DER Service test and how to 

capture the test results. Raw DER Service test plan is also referred as Wholesale Service Qualification. 
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3.1 Raw DER Service Test Plan Overview 

 

 
 

 

Step Task Actor 

Step 1 Aggregator to demonstrate DER 

Asset capability (i.e. confirm the 

devices are capable of receiving 

and responding to the instructions 

from Aggregator) 

Aggregator 

Step 2 Determine the DER Asset types 

(devices) to be included in the Raw 

DER Service test 

Aggregator, AEMO 

Step 3 Aggregator to determine in 

consultation with AEMO for each 

service type: 

• Dispatch target 

• Lead time (for activation of 

service) 

• Service duration 

Aggregator will measure the device 

response in terms of time and 

volume  

against above targets 

• Time 

– Speed of response 

– Duration of response 

• Volume 

– Change (Step up or step 

down) 

– Tolerance 

Test results shall be captured in the 

format described in the ’Wholesale 

Service Qualification Test Sheet’. 

Aggregator shall provide the test 

results in defined format with 

AEMO. See Section 3.2 Raw DER 

Service Test Results below for 

Aggregator, AEMO 
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Step Task Actor 

additional details on test results/ 

data. 

Step 4 Individual device or appliance type 

test: Aggregator to perform test at 

an individual device level or an 

appliance type and capture test 

results in the test sheet. 

Aggregator 

Step 5a All controllable devices at a site: 

Aggregator to perform the test and 

measure the response of all the 

devices/ appliances (as an 

aggregate value) at a site 

(household) for controllable assets 

only. The results shall be captured 

in the test sheet and provided to 

AEMO. 

Aggregator 

Step 5b Net at a site: Aggregator to 

perform the test and measure the 

response of all the devices/ 

appliances including controllable 

and non-controllable (as an 

aggregate value) at a site. The 

results are captured in the test 

sheet and provided to AEMO 

Aggregator 

Step 5c Across multiple sites: Aggregator to 

perform the test and measure the 

response across (as aggregate 

value) across multiple sites. The 

results are captured in the test 

sheet and provided to AEMO. 

Aggregator 

Step 6 Perform the test across multiple 

sites; and capture and gather test 

results/data or evidence at an 

aggregated level for all controllable 

devices. This will also assist in 

determining the number of DER 

assets required to deliver a service 

Aggregator 

Step 7 Provide test results/data or 

evidence to AEMO via email to 

EDGE@aemo.com.au in the format 

provided in ‘Wholesale Service 

Qualification Test Sheet’ 

Aggregator 

 

mailto:EDGE@aemo.com.au
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3.2 Raw DER Service Test Results 

 

 

3.3 Wholesale Service Qualification Test Sheet 

Aggregators are required to populate and provide test data in the format provided in Wholesale 

Service Qualification Test sheet. This test sheet is available on the Project EDGE webpage1. The Raw 

DER test shall be performed on  

● Individual devices/an appliance type 

● Aggregation of all appliances at a site (controllable assets only and net at site) 

● Aggregation of appliances in the portfolio i.e. fleet level (across multiple sites) 

● For balance service, similarly, test needs to be performed across phases. 

 

 

 
1 Available at: https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/initiatives/der/2021/edge-wholesale-service-qualification-test-sheet.xls  

https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/initiatives/der/2021/edge-wholesale-service-qualification-test-sheet.xls

